Incoherent imaging conditions in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) are generally highly favorable for image interpretation, since the image contrast tends to a slowly-varying (often monotonically) function of specimen thickness and defocus (over reasonable values). Here we define an incoherent condition as that under which the signal (IBF, ADF, EELS, EDX, etc.) is accurately given by multiplying the probe intensity inside the specimen by some object function. For EELS, these conditions are largely satisfied by using a collection angle significantly larger than the probe convergence angle (e.g., E 0 = 100 keV, α ~ 30 mrad, β ~ 80 mrad).
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Nonetheless, even under these highly favorable conditions, strong elastic and thermal diffuse scattering can still cause the EELS signal to be "lost" outside the detector, making image interpretation non-trivial. This occurs particularly for energy losses less than a few hundred eV, and particularly for heavier and/or thicker specimens which tend to cause strong elastic and thermal diffuse scattering. Fig. 1 shows such an example for chemical maps of a BTO/STO multilayer [1] . For example, in Fig. 1 , the original plasmonloss map exhibits strong minima, and the original Ba-N map shows rather poor maxima, both of which are the result of strong elastic scattering.
On the other hand, the largely incoherent conditions lend themselves to a relatively simple procedure to correct, or compensate, for these elastic scattering effects. The "correction map" is derived from the zero-and low-loss intensity, which gives an incoherent bright-field image, the reciprocal of which is taken to obtain the correction map [1] . Despite its simplicity, the procedure has been demonstrated to perform very well under a large range of atomic number and specimen thickness [1, 2] . For example, in Fig. 1 , the plasmon-loss minima are entirely removed, the chemical contrast of the Ba-N map is enhanced, and the maps at higher energy losses show only small changes, as expected. 
